Behavioural, metabolic and neurochemical effects of environmental enrichment in high-fat cholesterol-enriched diet-fed mice.
While chronic high-fat feeding has long been associated with the rising incidence of obesity/type 2 diabetes, recent evidence has established that it is also associated with deficits in hippocampus-dependent memory. In this regard, environmental enrichment (EE) is an animal housing technique composed of increased space, physical activity, and social interactions, which in turn increases sensory, cognitive, motor, and social stimulation. EE leads to improved cerebral health as defined by increased neurogenesis, enhanced learning and memory and resistance to external cerebral insults. In the present study, the impacts of environmental enrichment (EE) on Swiss mice fed a high-fat, cholesterol-enriched diet (HFECD; 20% fat and 1.5% cholesterol) were investigated. Here, we demonstrated that EE, when initiated 4 weeks after the beginning of HFECD in mice, prevents HFECD-induced spatial memory and object recognition impairment, which were tested in T-maze and object recognition tests. Although EE did not affect HFECD-induced weight gain or hypercholesterolaemia, it improved glucose tolerance. On the other hand, EE was unable to mitigate a decrease in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and IL-6 hippocampal levels induced by the HFECD. Overall, while our results reinforce the positive and neuroprotective effects of EE on cognition they do not support a role for EE in preventing the neurochemical changes induced by the HFECD. Based on clinical observations that nondiabetic individuals with mild forms of impaired glucose tolerance have a higher risk of cognitive impairments, one can speculate about the connection between the effects of EE on glucose intolerance and its effects on cognition.